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ABSTRACT 
A new information optical technique of diagnostics of the structure of polycrystalline films of blood plasma is 
proposed. The model of Mueller-matrix description of mechanisms of optical anisotropy of such objects as optical 
activity, birefringence, as well as linear and circular dichroism is suggested. The ensemble of informationally topical 
azimuthally stable Mueller-matrix invariants is determined. Within the statistical analysis of such parameters 
distributions the objective criteria of differentiation of films of blood plasma taken from healthy women and breast 
cancer patients were determined. From the point of view of probative medicine the operational characteristics 
(sensitivity, specificity and accuracy) of the information-optical method of Mueller-matrix mapping of polycrystalline 
films of blood plasma were found and its efficiency in diagnostics of breast cancer was demonstrated. Considered the 
prospects of applying the method in experimental medicine for differentiation of tissues of internal organs of healthy and 
diabetic rats. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays in biological and medical investigations many practical techniques based on measurement and analysis 
of Mueller matrices are used [1, 2]. In recent 10-15 years a separate approach – laser polarimetry of histological sections 
of biological tissues [3] – was formed in matrix optics. Within this approach the interactions between the set of statistical 
(moments of the 1st-4th orders) [4], and correlation (autocorrelation functions) [5] parameters characterizing Mueller-
matrix elements distribution and parameters of linear birefringence of human biological tissues were determined. On this 
basis the diagnostics of pathological changes of skin derma, epithelial and connective tissue of women’s reproductive 
sphere, etc. was realized [6-8].  
However, laser polarimetry techniques require further development and generalization. Firstly, not all elements of 
Mueller matrix prove to be convenient for characterizing biological samples. The reason of this is the azimuthal 
dependence of the majority of matrix elements – generally 12 of 16 elements change at rotation of the sample around the 
probing axis. Secondly, the spectrum of mechanisms of optical anisotropy of biological layers is not confined to linear 
birefringence only. Taking into consideration the impact of other mechanisms – circular birefringence, as well as linear 
and circular dichroism – appears to be topical in the aspect of enlarging the range of diagnostic techniques. Thirdly, there 
is a wide range of optically anisotropic biological objects, for which laser polarimetry techniques did not spread widely. 
Biological fluids – blood and its plasma, urine, bile, saliva and others – belong to them. The objects of this class are 
easily accessible and do not require the traumatic surgery of biopsy. Fourth, the methods of laser autofluorescence 
diagnosis is progressively developed. 
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This research is focused on the development of the method of “azimuthally stable” autofluorescence Mueller-
matrix mapping of optical anisotropy of blood plasma films in the task of breast cancer diagnostics. 
 
2. BRIEF THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
The description of mechanisms of optical anisotropy characteristic of blood plasma films is based on the 
following model ideas [3,9]: 
1. Crystals of basic proteins (polypeptide chains of amino acids of albumin and globulin) of blood plasma possess 
optical activity and are characterized by matrix operator   
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Here θ  - rotation angle of polarization plane of the transformed light beam. 
2. Polycrystalline networks of albumin and globulin in the plane of blood plasma smear possess the linear 
birefringence and linear dichroism. Optical manifestations of such mechanisms are completely described by Mueller 
matrices: 
2.1. Linear birefringence 
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Here ρ  - direction of optical axis of biological crystal, δ  - phase shift between linearly polarized orthogonal 
components of light beam amplitude. 
 
2.2. Linear dichroism 
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x , yx ττ ,  - absorption coefficients of linearly polarized orthogonal components of light 
beam amplitude. 
3. Availability of complex spiral-like protein molecular structures forms the circular dichroism. Optical 
manifestations of such configuration peculiarities are characterized by the Mueller matrix  
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Here 
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C , ⊕⊗ gg ,  - absorption indices of left- (⊗ ) and right-hand (⊕ ) circularly polarized components of 
light beam amplitude. 
Considering the influence of all mechanisms of optical anisotropy Mueller matrix of blood plasma can be written 
as follows  
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It is shown in [10-25] that the following elements of the matrix { }M  and their combinations are azimuthally 
stable, independent of the rotation angle (Θ ) of a sample  
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The analysis of the rotation invariants (10), (11) reveals their individual “information” loading. Let us consider 
this statement in detail. In the visible part of the spectrum the manifestations of phase anisotropy predominate – linear 
and circular birefringence. Extreme values of the parameters of linear ( τΔ ) and circular dichroism ( C ) of proteins of 
albumin and globulin are in the ultraviolet domain. In other words 
C,, τθδ Δ>> .                                                                         (12) 
 
Considering (12), the matrix operator (9) can be rewritten as  
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It follows from (13) that the values of Mueller-matrix rotation invariants ( )Θ44M , ( )( )∑ Θ
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Despite the lower level of manifestations of the effects of anisotropic absorption of laser radiation (relations (5)-
(8)) some Mueller matrix elements appear to be sensitive to such mechanisms. At the presence of linear dichroism ( τΔ ) 
the matrix operator (9) is transformed into expression  
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Comparison of (13) and (15) shows that the condition ( ) 014 ≠ΘM  is the criterion of the presence of linear 
dichroism  
 ( ) δτϕϕ sin13413241214 Δ−=+= ddM .                                                 (16) 
 
Circular dichroism ( C ) is manifested unlike zero of rotation invariant ( ) 0241 ≠λM  
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Thus, having measured the parameters distributions (
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stable information about optical anisotropy of proteins of blood plasma film.  
 
3. INVESTIGATION TECHNIQUE AND PROCESSING OF MUELLER-MATRIX IMAGES 
The measurements of coordinate distributions of Mueller-matrix elements were performed in the setup of the 
standard Stokes-polarimeter [3]. For excitation we used autofluorescence emission of blue ( mμλ 405,0= ) solid-state 
laser. 
The Stokes-vector parameters ⊗=
;90;45;0
4;3;2iS  were measured in the points ( nm× ) of the digital image 
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Here ⊗ ⊕⊗
;90;45;0
;;135;45;90;0I  - intensities of linearly ( 0000 135;45;90;0 ), right- (⊗ ) and left- (⊕ ) circularly polarized 
components of the filtered (by means of polarizer 9 and quarter-wave plate 8) laser radiation. 
Further the “informationally topical” parameters (10),(11) were calculated using the algorithm 
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For objective assessment of coordinate distributions 
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 we applied the synthesis of traditional 
methods of statistical and correlation analysis. 
A set of statistical moments of the 1st-4th orders characterizing distributions q  was calculated using the algorithms  
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N  - number of pixels of CCD-camera. 
 
4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Optically thin (attenuation factor 1.0<τ ) donors’ blood plasma films dried at room temperature (group 1 – 25 
patients) and those of breast cancer patients (group 2 – 25 patients) were used as objects of investigation. Figures 1 - 4 
present the series of experimentally measured Mueller-matrix images ( )nmM ik ×  (relations (19)). 
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Fig. 1. Coordinate distributions of Mueller-matrix rotation invariant 44M , characterizing 
linear birefringence of films of donor’s blood plasma ((a) – (b)) and of cancer patient ((c) - 
(d)) 
 
Fig. 2. Coordinate distributions of Mueller-matrix rotation invariant 14M , characterizing 
linear dichroism of films of donor’s blood plasma ((а) – (b)) and of cancer patient ((c) - (d)). 
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Fig. 3. Coordinate distributions of Mueller-matrix rotation invariant ikMΔ , characterizing circular 
birefringence of films of donor’s blood plasma ((а) – (b)) and of cancer patient ((c) - (d)). 
 
Fig. 4. Coordinate distributions of Mueller-matrix rotation invariant 41M , characterizing 
circular dichroism of films of donor’s blood plasma ((а) – (b)) and of cancer patient ((c) - (d)). 
 
The comparative analysis of the data obtained showed: 
• Linear birefringence (Fig. 1). Distributions ( )nmM ×44  found for samples of both types are characterized by 
commensurable range of values change and rather identical coordinate structure. This fact can be related to 
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that close in values to phase shifts δ  determined by simultaneous contribution of the value of birefringence 
and transverse sizes of albumin crystals.  
• Linear dichroism (Fig. 2). It is determined that protein network of donor’s blood plasma film has greater level 
of linear dichroism in comparison with similar sample of cancer patient. The differences found between 
Mueller-matrix images ( )nmM ×14  can be related to the differences in concentration of basic proteins of 
blood plasma. For the sample from group 1 greater concentration of albumin is typical. It is observed in 
formation of the network of spatially oriented lathlike crystals. On the contrary, the increase of concentration 
of optically active globulin leads to formation of restructured network with minimal linear dichroism.  
• Circular birefringence (Fig. 3). It is defined that distributions ikMΔ  of the film of blood plasma of cancer 
patients exceed the similar dependences for the samples from group 1.  
• Circular dichroism (Fig. 4). Optically the anisotropic manifestations of tertiary structure of albumin and 
globulin molecules are more vividly manifested for polycrystalline network of the film of blood plasma of a 
healthy person. The range of changes of the value of matrix element 41M  of the sample from group 1 are by 
2 – 3 times greater than in Mueller-matrix image of the sample from group 2. 
The results of quantitative statistical (relations (19)) and correlation (relations (20), (21)) analysis of a series of 
Mueller-matrix rotational invariants of two groups of blood plasma films are illustrated by the data presented in Table 1. 
The most sensitive parameters of differentiation of optically anisotropic networks of blood plasma proteins of 
both groups are highlighted by grey color in Table 1. 
For possible clinical application of Mueller-matrix mapping within the investigated groups of samples the 
operational characteristics typical for probative medicine are: sensitivity ( %100
ba
aSe += ), specificity 
( %100
dc
cSp += ) and accuracy ( 2
SpSeAc += ), where a  and b  - the number of correct and wrong diagnoses within 
group 1; c  and d  - the same within group 2 – Table 2. 
 
Table 1. Statistical ( 4;3;2;1=iZ ) moments of distributions of Mueller-matrix invariants of films of blood 
plasma of group 1 (normal) and group 2 (cancer) 
Parameter
s 
44M  14M  ikMΔ  41M  
Normal Cancer Normal Cancer Normal Cancer Normal Cancer 
1Z  0,34± 0,061 0,26± 0,057 0,18± 0,038 0,11± 0,011 0,12± 0,024 0,18± 0,038 0,18± 0,018 0,09± 0,011 
2Z  0,16± 0,018 0,19± 0,024 0,22± 0,033 0,15± 0,019 0,15± 0,019 0,11± 0,021 0,13± 0,046 0,11± 0,018 
3Z  0,23± 0,043 0,31± 0,061 0,78± 0,14 1,31± 0,39 0,79± 0,12 0,53± 0,059 1,27± 0,15 2,81± 0,53 
4Z  0,29± 0,029 0,22± 0,038 0,88± 0,11 2,14± 0,47 0,68± 0,16 0,44± 0,065 1,02± 0,22 2,59± 0,73 
 
Table 2. Operational characteristics of Mueller-matrix mapping techniques 
Parameters 44M  14M  ikMΔ  41M  ( )iZSe ,% 75 86 77 88 ( )iZSp ,% 66 77 74 71 ( )iZAc ,% 71 79 82 86 
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Thus, the statistical and correlation analyses of Mueller-matrix invariants characterizing polarization 
manifestations of linear dichroism, circular birefringence and circular dichroism appeared to be efficient in the task of 
differential diagnostics of breast cancer. 
This method was tested in the problem of differentiation of histological sections of the internal organs of healthy 
and diabetic rats (liver, spleen, kidney and pancreas) – Table 3. 
Table 3. Operational characteristics of Mueller-matrix mapping techniques 
Parameters liver spleen kidney pancreas ( )iZSe ,% 74 81 87 68 ( )iZSp ,% 69 74 78 73 ( )iZAc ,% 72 77 84 71 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The Mueller-matrix invariants characterizing polarization manifestations of partial mechanisms of optical 
anisotropy – linear birefringence, linear dichroism, circular birefringence and circular dichroism of 
polycrystalline film of blood plasma are determined. 
2. Within the statistical approach the interconnections between the set of moments of the 1st-4th orders and 
peculiarities of optically anisotropic networks of proteins of blood plasma of healthy people and cancer 
patients are defined.  
3. The efficiency of the technique of azimuthally invariant Mueller-matrix mapping of polycrystalline films of 
blood plasma in the task of breast cancer diagnostics differentiation of changes of optical anisotropy of the 
tissue internal organs rat are demonstrated. 
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